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Analysis of the Optical Response Characteristics of the TFT-LCD

Yoshinori NUMAN0, Masahiro IIAYAMA, and Teruhiko YAIIAZAKI

Materials & Electronic Devices Laboratory,
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Anagasaki, Hyougo 661-, Japan

A nodel, which takes into account the time dependence and voltage depen-
dence of the dielectric constant of liquid crystal by using an equivalent
circuit, is proposed to analyze the optical response characteristics of the
TFT addressed LCD (TFT-LCD). The 30Hz flicker, which appears in the optical
rise state of the TFT-LCD, can be calculated and analyzed, nunerically. The
paraneter Mgg, which indicates the normalized amplitude of the 30Hz flicker,
is reduced by increasing the storage capacitance (Cg1). Mgg begins to satu-
rate at CST=O.SpF. MgO is lower than 0.055 and the change ln Vggy for nini-
nizing M3g is +0.1-V at CST=O.5pF.

l.Introduction
Recently, the development of TFT-LCDs has

been acceleratedl), because of their high
inage quality in conparison with direct mul-
tiplexing LCDs. However, since the TFT-LCD

is not operated in ideal static drive, the
problen of the 30Hz flicker, especially in
gray scale operation, still remains. lVe ana-
lyzed the optical response characteristics
of the TFT-LCD nunerically in order to inves-
tigate the 30Hz flicker. Several models have

been proposed to calculate the optical
response characteristics of the TFT-LCD2)-4).
lTe enployed an equivalent circuit model
because it is suitable for a large anount of
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are conpared with neasurements. We analyze
the 30Hz flicker which appears in the opti-
cal rise state of the TFT-LCD due to the
gate-drain coupling capacitance (Cga) and
the change in LC capacitance (C1g)b).

2.llethod of Calculation
Figure 1 shows a pixel equivalent cireuit

of the TFT-LCD. The following differential
equation eq. (1) is obtalned fron this equiva-

circuit and solved numerically:
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not calculate the optical response character-
istics of the TFT-LCD directly because it
did not consider the tine dependence of the
dielectric constant of the TN-LC ceII ( e 19).

In this paper, we present the calculatlon
nethod of the optical response character-
istics of the TFT-LCD taking the time depen-
ence and voltage dependence of e 19 into
account by using an equivalent clrcuit model.
Then, the calculated results of the optical
response characteristics of the TN-LC cell

, (l)

\i4

ct = ctt*+c*d+cds+csT ,

\i=dV,/dt ,

(2)

(3)

CLC(VLC(t),t) = 5'0. erg(V'g(t),t).SpIXE[,/dLC, (4)

VLC(t) =V3-V4 , (5)
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Fig.l A pixel equivalent circuit.

where e 19 is the dielectric constant of the
TN-LC cell, Ids is the drain current of the
TFT, and SppiBl is the area of a pixel.

The capacitance of the TN-LC cell (Cpg)

depends on tine and voltage due to the di-
electric anisotropy of the LC. lTe introduce
eq.(3) to express the time dependence and

vol-tage dependence of Ctrg. The voltage depen-
dence of E LC is given by the neasurement of
the capacitance voltage characteristics of
the TN-LC ceII. The time dependence of e LC
are expressed by introducing the tirne depen-
d.ence of orientation vector of the LC have a

relaxation phenonenon to the change of
applied voltage, as follows:

e rr(vrr(t0), r0 + at)- e rr(vrr(to),to) =

t e rg(v16(ro),o) - e Ls(vlg(t0), t0) )

x {1-exp (-k, zt,/ rJ} ,

where r is the relaxation time,
e 19(V1g(tg),tg) is the dielectric constant
at t=tg with Vlg(tg). e 19 (Vpg (tg ), - ) is
the dielectric constant in the steady state
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Fig.3 Response time of the transmisson as a
function of drive voltage of the TN-LC cell:
O is measured t 0N, A is measured r 

'FF,solid line is calculated r O* using eq. (?).

with V;g(tg). e 19 (V1g (tg ), - ) is obtained
fron the measured voltage dependence of r LC
of the TN-LC cell. Since the dielectric con-
stant and the transmission of the TN-LC cell
correspond l- to 1, we assune that the rel-axa-
tion tine of e LC is equivalent to the
response time of the transnission. Then, the
following equations obtained frorn the
continuun theorf ) ure used:

when eLC(VLC(t0),t0) S s LC(VLC(tg),-),

n'dygZr - T0Noc
E 0' ze'VlC(tO) z - .1'2'Kii

where Ze=e77-eL,

when egr(V'g(t0),t0) > etrg(V16(tO),m),

t = T't,F,=constant ,

where n is the coefficient of viscosity,
Kii is the elastic constant. r 0N is the
time required from the time when the voltage
is applied to the tine when the transnission
reaches 907" of its final value. r OFF is the
tine required fron the tine when the applied
voltage becones 0 V to the time when the
transmission reaches 1,0% of its naxirnum
value.

The characteristics of the TN-LC cell are
neasured to obtain the paraneters for the
calculation. The voltage dependence of D LC
and transmission-voltage characteristics of
the TN-LC cell are measured as shown in
FiS.2. Figure 3 shows the response time of
the transmission as a function of voltage.
The calculated r 0N using eq. (7) is also
shown in FiS.3. r 6pp is 20ms
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Fig.2 Transmission-Voltage characteristics
(solid line) and Dielectrie Constant-Voltage
characteristics (dashed line) of the TN-LC
cell.



Current-voltage characteristics of the
TFT are calculated by using the gradual-
channel approximation7). The drain current
in the off state is assumed to be propor-
tional to the voltage between Vg and V1,

independent on V6.

3.Results and Discussion
At first, Iv€ confirn that the calculation

of the optical response characteristics of
the TN-LC ceII without TFT is possible using
the above nethod. The optical respons€ char-
acteristics of the TN-LC cell- are calculated
and conpared with the neasurement. The TN-LC

cel1 is driven by the static drive with
aruplitude voltage / VS. Figure 4 shows the
neasured and calculated optical rise charac-
teristics of the TN-LC cell. The measured.

and calculated optical faII characteristics
of the TN-LC cell are shown in Fig.S. The

calcufated results are in agreement with the
neasured results. From these results, the
optical response characteristics of the
TN-LC cell can be calculated by using an

equivalent circuit nodel in consideration of
the voltage dependence and tine dependence

of e LC.
We numerically analyze the 30Hz flicker

which appears in the optical rise state of
the TFT-LCD due to Cgd and the change in
crc5). cg6 and cds aie o.04pF and 0'02pF in
the calculation. The TFT-LCD of 640(H)X240(V)
pixels is driven by the frame inversion of
the non-interlace method with the frame fre-
quency of 60H2. Figure 6 shows the input
signal which is applied to a pixel. In the
calculation, ZYS which produces the trans-
rnission of 0% is applied initially. / VS is
changed after voltages V1, Y2, Vg, and V4

reach the steady state. When the gate signal
becones V6(0N) for the first tine after / VS

is changed, the tine is defined as t=0. The

paraneter Mgg is defined to evaluate the
30Hz f licker, shown as f oll-ows:

MgO = F3g/Tp (9)
where F3g is the anplitude of the 30Hz conpo-
nent of the calculated result and T* is the
mean transnission in a frame.

Figure 7 shows MgO as a function of the
change in Vggpl (zVCOy) without a storage
capacitor. /VS of 3.7V and 5.0V are the
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Fig.4 Measured(solid Iine)
(dashed line) optical rise
of the TN-LC cell.
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Fie.5 Measured(solid line)
(dashed line) optical fall
of the TN-LC cell.
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signal wave form
V6(0FF)=-5V, V5ggy=10V, VC0M=4V

voltages which produce the transmission of
10% and 90%. Z Vggg for nininizing Mgg at
ZVg=3.7y is +l-.05V, and that at /Vg=5.9y
is +1.60V. ZYCOVI for rninimizing M3g varies
depending on zYS. This is because the drain
voltage shift through Cg4 ( / Vgd) varies due
to the change of C1g with /VS. Therefore,
the 30Hz flicker can be minimized by adjust-
ing V6gg in response to the aygd changes.

The optical rise characteristics of the

Fig.6 input
V6 (0N ) =20V ,

AVs
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TFT-LCD with storage capacitor is cal-cu-
Iated. Figure 8 shows M36 as a function of
Csa/ (Cst*CtCm). T10, TbO, and Tgg represent
the source signal arnplitude which produce

the transmission of LI?o, 50%, and 902o,

respectively. Cpgp is the mean capacitance
of Ctrg during a frane. MgO is reduced by
increasing CST because the effect of Cg6 and
the change in C1g becones small. In the
region where Cgd/ (Cg1+C1ga) is smaller than
0.06 (CSf is larger than 0.5pF), MgO begins
to saturate because the effect of C*6 and
the change in Clg becomes negligible. The

calculated charging tine (Tr) of the TFT is
also shown in Fig.8. Tr is the tine required
from the tine when V6 becomes V6(0N) to the
time when V1 reaches 90% of source signal
voltage. T, is increased by increasing Cg1,

but it is sufficiently shorter than the gate
selecting time of 63.5p sec. lThen the stor-
age capacitance of 0.5pF is added, Mgg is
lower than 0.055 which is much snaller than
without a storage capacitor and T, is short-
er than 10 p sec.

Figure 7 also shows Mgg as a function of
/ Vggy at CST=0.5pF. AYS of 2.8V and 4.5V
are the voltages which produce the trans-
mission of 102" and 90%. In comparison with
the results without a storage capacitor, the
difference of / VCOy for ninimizing Mgg, due

to AYS change, is nearly elininated.
Further, ZVCgM for nininizing M3g with /VS
which produce the transnission of g0% is
+1.60V without a storage capacitor, but
becomes +0.lV with the storage capacitance
of 0.5pF.

4.Conclusions
In order to analyze the optical response

characteristics of a TFT-LCD, we introduce
an equivalent circuit nodel which takes into
account the time dependence and voltage de-
pendence of e LC . The calculated results of
the optical response characteristics of the
TN-LC cell are ln agreenent wlth measure-
nents. We analyzed the 30Hz fllcker which ap-
pears in the optical rise state of the
TFT-LCD due to Cgd and the change in C1g.

The 30Hz flicker is reduced by addition of
the storage capacitor. MgO is l-ower than
0.055, and /VCOS for ninimizing M36 is
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Fiq:1 ,M3g as a funclion of ZVCOU
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|ie:8 MgO ?s a function of Cea/(Cg1+Clgr;
(solid line) and charging timE (T") -as-a
function of Cga/ (Cg1+C1gr) (dashed line)

+0.1V at CST=O.5pF. These values are nuch
snaller than without a storage capacitor,
and the charging time of the TFT is shorter
than 1-0 p sec at kT =0 . 5pF.
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